PROPOSED REVISION TO THE REGULATIONS FOR THE NONESSENTIAL EXPERIMENTAL
POPULATION OF THE MEXICAN WOLF (CANIS LUPUS BAILEYI)
FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

APPENDIX C: MEXICAN WOLF NUISANCE REPORTS
Date

Wolf ID

General Location

Type of Wolf
Nuisance
Activity

Human/IFT
Action

Wolf
Response/Management
Result

1998-2003
04/28/1998

05/08/1998

Charge/
Investigative
approach, Dog
present

156

494

Alpine, Arizona

Investigative
search, habituated

05/1999 to
08/1999

191, 208, 562

Investigative
approach, Dog
present

01/06/ 1999

166, 482

Investigative
search, Food
conditioning

01/05/2000

522

Investigative
search, Dog present

02/06/ 2000

522

Investigative
search, Dog present

04/14/ 2000

166, 518

Charge, Dog
present
Investigative
approach, Dog
present

05/16 2000

191, 208

06/01/ 2000

624

Investigative
search.

07/16/ 2000

624

Investigative
search, Dog present

08/20/2000

509, 511,
587, 590

APPENDIX C

Aggressive charge,
Habituated, Dog
present

Wolf 156 was fatally shot by a camper who feared
for his family’s safety when the wolf was in the
area of their camp and attacked their dog
Wolf 494 became a nuisance by frequenting the
town of Alpine, Arizona, from May 8 to 28, 1998
and was permanently removed from the wild.
Aversive conditioning, Removed.
191 (alpha female), 208, and 562 (all recently
released) approached ranch house with loose dogs,
dogs chased wolves, wolves chased dogs, dog was
bitten. Owner ran wolves off, one wolf M208
followed owner back toward house. F191
subsequently denned and several more encounters
with dogs ensued near the house. Attempts at
aversive conditioning were mostly unsuccessful.
All wolves removed in August due to livestock
depredation.
Aversive conditioning.
Removed for livestock depredation.
Campbell Blue pair pulled down a deer carcass
hanging in a hunter’s camp
Female 522 hung around hunter’s camp and
interacted with dogs. Trapped and put in
acclimation pen to hold through hunting season.
Removed.
Interacted with dogs at a ranch house immediately
post-release.
Removed.
Permittee reported an aggressive encounter with
Campbell Blue pair when the female (518) bumped
his horse and passed under it. Wolves also attacked
one of his dogs. They followed him to a cabin and
he stayed in it until the wolves left.
Removed.
A female was jogging with 2 dogs when 2 wolves
approached. According to the jogger, the wolves
were clearly interested in her dogs and she was able
to scare them away.
Frequented a ranch house.
Removed.
Frequented a ranch and exhibited playful behavior
with a dog.
Removed.
Camper and his cocker spaniel were in the middle
of a meadow behind his trailer when 4 wolves
(most likely Francisco) came running out of the
woods toward them. Camper fired one shot in front
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Date

Wolf ID

General Location

08/24/2000

511, 509,
587, 590

Double Cienega
Campground

09/25/2000

590

Double Cienega
Campground

09/29/2000

509, 511,
587, 590

Double Cienega
Campground

10/01/2000

Unknown

APPENDIX C

Type of Wolf
Nuisance
Activity

Investigative
approach,
Habituated,
Investigative
search, Habituated,

Investigative
approach, Food
conditioning,
Habituated,

Investigative
search, Food
conditioning

Human/IFT
Action

Wolf
Response/Management
Result

of the wolves but they kept coming. He fired a
second shot as they got closer and they turned
away. He was upset at the situation and felt that the
wolves were a danger to people and animals/pets.
Later that week, people camped nearby observed
several wolves and pups resting in the shade under
and around the camper’s trailer. At the time he was
inside with his dog, unaware wolves were outside.
He was upset when he learned of the incident,
stating that this was not the behavior of wild
animals and was concerned about what would have
happened had he or his dog come out of the trailer.
Aversive conditioning.
Camper observed Francisco and Cienega packs on
multiple occasions camping at Double Cienega.
Sometimes they came through camp, <5 ft of him
taking pictures, although the pups seemed more
skittish. He saw them other times farther away
within the campground or out in the meadow.
Aversive conditioning.
Yearling male 590 frequented Double Cienega
Campground most of one day.
Aversive conditioning.
5-6 people camped in Double Cienega from about
August 21 to 30, 2000. They had interactions with
Francisco Pack throughout the week. On multiple
occasions campers howled them in, chased them on
ATVs, left food out, and shot blunt arrows at them.
The wolves also chased their horses, mules, and
people on ATVs. The IFT informed them this
behavior was not acceptable, and explained that
what they were doing could have negative effects
on the wolves’ behavior. On August 30, 2100,
while speaking with the hunters, an IFT member
observed the wolves chasing the mules. He then
hazed the wolves by running at them and throwing
rocks. The wolves did not respond. We first spoke
with the group on about August 23, 2000. IFT
personnel informed them about the Mexican Wolf
Reintroduction Project, the presence of wolves in
the area, and proper behavior with respect to
wolves (e.g. do not leave food out; keep an eye on
mules/horses; if you see wolves, yell and throw
rocks at them). We also asked them to let us know
if they had any interactions with the wolves.
Aversive conditioning.
At about 0440 hrs, the homeowner went out the
front door on the porch and observed an animal in
the driveway. At first he thought it was a German
shepherd, then by the color and size he realized it
was a wolf. He scared it away and it headed west
down the road. He tried to follow it in his truck but
lost track of it. When he got back to the house it
was by the back door eating out of the dog dish. He
scared it away again and it ran behind the house
between the animal pens and the barn. He checked
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Date

Wolf ID

11/2001

M580;
Wildcat

Summer 2002

Bluestem

Summer 2002

Bluestem

Summer 2002

637;
Bluestem

Summer 2002

637;
Bluestem

Summer 2002

Summer 2002

APPENDIX C

General Location

Type of Wolf
Nuisance
Activity

Point of Pines, San
Carlos Apache
Reservation.

Investigative
search, dog present

Vicinity of PS Knoll,
Apache National
Forest, Arizona.

Investigative
search, Habituated

Vicinity of PS Knoll,
Apache National
Forest, Arizona.

Investigative
search, Habituated,
dog present.

Big Lake
campground road,
Apache National
Forest, Arizona

Investigative
search,habituated,

White River, Fort
Apache Indian
Reservation,
Arizona.

Investigative
search, Habituated,
dogs present.

Bluestem

Sprucedale Ranch,
Apache National
Forest, Arizona.

Investigative
search, dog present.

Bluestem

Beaver Creek Ranch,
Apache National
Forest, Arizona.

Investigative
search,
Habituated, dogs
present.

Human/IFT
Action

Wolf
Response/Management
Result

the dog dish and it was empty. He was not sure if
there had been food in it or not. IFT personnel
responded to the call made by the landowner’s
sister. The IFT observed large canid tracks in the
driveway and yard. (track size = 5 x 3 ½”, in the
sand and gravel). No other tracks were found in
area. IFT personnel returned on October 2, 2000 at
about 0500 hrs
Wolf frequented a residential area. There were
many domestic and feral dogs in the area. The wolf
was captured by helicopter.
Removed.
Permittee was on horseback and encountered a wolf
while monitoring cattle. The permittee shouted at
the wolf, however the animal made no response.
The wolf eventually left the area. The wolf did not
approach the permittee, therefore, most likely was
displaying curious behavior. Unknown if a dog was
with permittee or not.
Permittee on horseback encountered a wolf while
monitoring cattle; dog present. Shouted at wolf;
wolf vacated area. Wolf most likely displaying
curious behavior, possibly due to the presence of
the dog.
U.S. Forest Service reported a wolf walking down
the Big Lake campground road, in Apache National
Forest, Arizona. Project personnel located wolf
f637 150 yards south of active campsites. Project
personnel responded that same day and fired/hit the
wolf with a rubber bullet. Wolf vacated area.
Aversive conditioning.
Project personnel located f637 around White River
for several days. The wolf was seen traveling
adjacent to residential area. Project personnel
attempted to haze the wolf from these areas. Many
domestic and feral dogs in area. Wolf observed
interacting with resident’s dog about 8 miles to the
north of White River in the yard of a private
residence. Wolf was captured and returned to
captivity.
Removed.
No direct interaction between wolves and humans,
but wolves were observed from the ranch
headquarters. A female domestic dog with pups
was present which was killed by the wolves after
she attempt to chase them away from area. Project
personnel intensively monitored wolves, and
aversively conditioned them when located in area.
Wolves eventually stayed away from ranch.
Aversive conditioning.
On several occasions the wolves were in the
vicinity of the ranch headquarters and cabins. No
direct interaction between wolves and humans.
Several dogs and horses at residence. The IFT
intensively monitored and aversively conditioned
wolves when located in area. Wolves eventually
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Date

08/23/2002

Wolf ID

Francisco

General Location

Four Drag allotment,
Apache National
Forest, Arizona

Francisco

Four Drag Cattle
allotment, Apache
National Forest

10/19/2002

584, 624;
Gapiwi

Chicken Coop
Canyon, Gila
Wilderness, New
Mexico.

10/21/2002

584, 624;
Gapiwi

05/01/2003

648 (?);
Sycamore

Summer 2002

05/2003

592, 648;
Sycamore

592, 648;
05/2003

APPENDIX C

Sycamore

Type of Wolf
Nuisance
Activity

Investigative
search, dogs
present.

Investigative
search, dogs
present.

Investigative
approach, dogs
present
Investigative
approach, dogs
present

Near Little Turkey
Creek, Gila
Wilderness, New
Mexico.

Investigative
approach,

Seventy-Four Draw,
Gila National Forest,
New Mexico.

Investigative
search.

Seventy-Four Draw,
Gila National Forest,
New Mexico.

Investigative
search.

Human/IFT
Action

Wolf
Response/Management
Result

stayed away from ranch.
Aversive conditioning.

Permittee was checking cattle along Malay pasture
fence line with his working dogs. Permittee
encountered WS and was told he could ride into the
area with the dogs based on a wolf radio signal in a
different direction. The dogs were released and
began barking while working cattle. When a dog
squealed, the permittee saw a wolf holding it by the
back of the neck and shaking. The rancher yelled
and the wolf let go. The rancher left with his dogs.
Hunter encountered wolves while hunting cougar in
a remote area. Hunter was on horseback with a
pack of hounds. The dogs got in a fight with the
wolves; one of the dogs suffered extensive injuries.
Hunter heard the fight, rode his horse toward the
wolves, and fired a shot in the air. However, one
wolf would not let go of the one hound. The other
three wolves were about 50 yards away when he
approached. He fired two more shots and scared the
wolf away at about 10 yards. Hunter reported being
in fear for the dogs but did not feel threatened
himself. The wolves had a kill nearby and may
have had pups in the area.
Hunters saw two wolves near camp. Later wolves
followed outfitter (on horseback) and her dogs.
Hound ran at wolves, brief fight, hound came back
and wolves left.
On October 21, 2002, two wolves came by
outfitter’s camp. Meat from three elk was near
camp. There were also dogs in the camp. Hunters
ran out to take pictures and the wolves left. Adult
pair of wolves had a rendezvous site nearby with
one pup.
Hunter saw a wolf on trail during middle of the
day. Wolf moved toward hunter, and he threw a
rock at the wolf, causing it to leave.
Aversive conditioning.
Young female on horseback encountered 2 wolves.
Closest wolf was approximately 10 yards away,
second wolf was further off and moving away
from. Gun fired to scare wolf off. Wolf showed
limited fear of person and gunshot, but eventually
moved away. Incident lasted approximately 10
minutes.
Removed.
Wolves followed armed rancher six miles. He was
on foot driving cattle down a canyon toward home.
The wolves had been observed trying to kill calves
in that group and the rancher chose to move them
onto private land. He drove the herd of cows and
was followed by the wolves for an hour. Rancher
stated, “The wolves followed right behind me and
kept getting closer and closer, I yelled at them and
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Date

Wolf ID

General Location

Spring 2003

Unknown;
Cienega Pack
home range

Foote Creek trail
area, Apache
National Forest,
Arizona.

07/2003

613; Red
Rock

Occurred around
Aragon and
Cruzville, New
Mexico.

Type of Wolf
Nuisance
Activity

Investigative
approach. Dogs
present.

Investigative
search. Habituated.

Fall 2003

729; Red

Sheep Basin, Gila
National Forest, New
Mexico.

Investigative
search. Dogs
present.

Fall 2003

Unknown

Dry Prong, San
Carlos Apache
Reservation.

Investigative
approach.

Human/IFT
Action

Wolf
Response/Management
Result

threw rocks at them, and it didn't work. When they
got within 40 feet of me at that point I thought wild
animals don't act like this, and because I felt
threatened, I fired one round from my 30-30 over
them. Their reaction was to skulk off the road and
go around me and get in front of the cows again,
they still showed no signs of leaving. They seemed
to try and hold the cows up, just like when we
originally saw them. From that point on I had
trouble driving the cows and had to throw rocks
over the cows trying to scare the wolves off, this
continued until the vehicle the IFT member was
driving came into earshot then the wolves moved
up on the side of the canyon wall but still didn't
leave. The IFT person was informed the wolves
were right there with me and he confirmed that.”
Removed.
Cougar hunters had wolf a follow them for
approximately one mile. The hunters had several
hounds with them. The wolf never approached the
hunters or dogs and eventually left the area.
Wolf near residences at Cruzville, hit with one
rubber bullet, and moved to Aragon area. Sighted
repeatedly near residences, no direct threats; F613
would leave area or hide when observed. Caught
near residence east of Aragon after killing a turkey.
Wolf caught and returned to captivity.

Aversive conditioning. Removed.
Hunters pulled into camp at night and saw M729
confronting their two dogs, that were tied to a tree.
Hunters got out of vehicle and yelled at the wolf.
The wolf stared at the hunters and eventually fled
from the area. No threat to human safety. Wolf was
drawn into area by presence of dogs.
Based on a second hand report from a San Carlos
Apache Tribe representative. A wolf approached a
tribal hunting camp within 50 yards and was
hanging around near the camp and was unafraid of
people. The hunters tried to scare the wolf away by
yelling and throwing things in the direction of the
wolf, but it wouldn’t leave. The hunters did not feel
safe and moved their camp.
Aversive conditioning.

2004-2013
2/5/2004

M859

Nutrioso, AZ

Investigative
Search

Located in residential area, hazed from the area.
Wolf left the area.

2/10/2004

M859

Nutrioso, AZ

Investigative
Search; dog present

USDA-WS personnel investigated a report of a
wolf incident with a dog near Nutrioso, AZ. It was
determined that is was probable M859 bit a dog.

4/28/2004

Francisco

Gwynn Base Camp

Investigative
Search; dog present

Francisco coming into to a camp. RAG boxes used.
Dogs present.

APPENDIX C
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Date

Wolf ID

General Location

Type of Wolf
Nuisance
Activity

9/12/2004

Aspen,
M512, F667

Residence on Blue
River, AZ

Investigative
Search; dog present

10/28/2004

Aspen,
M512, F667,
F872

Blue River Corridor,
AZ

Investigative
Search; dog present

11/4/2004

Aspen,
M512, F872

Blue River Corridor,
AZ

Investigative
Search; dog present

11/7/2004

Saddle,
M732, F797

Gila Wilderness, NM

Investigative
Search; dog present

11/30/2004

Aspen,
M512, F667,
F872

Blue River Corridor,
AZ

Investigative
Search; dog present

4/3/2005

unknown

Blue, AZ

Investigative
Search; dog present

4/4/2005

Aspen,
M512, F667

Blue River Corridor,
AZ

Investigative
Search; dog present

Nuisance behavior and non-fatal livestock and
domestic dog injury.

5/26/2005

f872, f873

Blue River Corridor,
AZ

Investigative
Search; dog present

Non-fatal injury to a dog.

8/24/2005

Aspen,
M512, F667,
M871

Gila Cliff Dwellings,
NM

Investigative
Search; dog present

Fatal injury to dog.

Nov-05

F613

FAIR, AZ

Investigative
Search; dog present

3/26/2006

Luna

N Bar, NM

Investigative
Search

7/22/-9/19
2006

Meridian

Middle Mountain,
AZ

Investigative
Search; dog
present; habituated

Aug-06

M806

Middle Mountain,
AZ

Investigative
Approach;
habituated

APPENDIX C

Human/IFT
Action

Wolf
Response/Management
Result

Report of wolves harassing a calf in a corral. IFT
initiated intensive monitoring and hazing. Wolves
moved away from residential areas.
Wolves interacted with a dog in the vicinity of a
rural residence. Superficial injuries to dog. IFT
intensively monitored and hazed. Wolves moved
away from residential areas.
Non-injurious interaction with two domestic dogs
enclosed in a chain link fence near a house. Hazing.
Resident fired a gun into the air. Wolves left the
area.
Wolves interacted with four hound dogs in the
wilderness. Injuries sustained by dogs. Hazing.
Outfitting guide fired a gun into the air. Wolves left
the area
Non-injurious incident involving a wolf and dogs at
residence. Report of uncollared wolves attacking
dog on porch. Resident reported a wolf-like animal
200 yards from the house the following day but the
animal left without hazing.
Resident reported being awoken by two howls near
his home. He fired a cracker shell, after which he
observed a wolf-like animal running from the area
of their dog kennel. He fired a second cracker shell,
and the animal was not seen again. Project
personnel responded later that day and picked up
radio signals of Cienega AF487 considerably north
of the residence. No signals were heard from the
Aspen Pack. The area around the home was
searched, but the hardness of the ground and
abundance of dog tracks made confirmation of any
wolf sign impossible

Non-aggressive interactions with dogs in
combination with the production of a wolf-dog
hybrid litter. Captured and placed F613 in captivity,
euthanized litter.
Permittee observed non-injurious interaction with a
horse on private land. Permittee hazed the wolves
and they left the area. IFT conducted intensive
monitoring.
Two interactions with dogs (both injurious) and in
proximity to residence and vehicles. Intensive
monitoring, hazing, use of fladry and RAG boxes.
Nuisance behavior ended.
Incident in which wolf walked after/followed an
ATV.
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Date

Wolf ID

General Location

Type of Wolf
Nuisance
Activity

7/18-7/29
2006

923

Mogollon/Glenwood,
NM

Investigative
Search

7/31/2006

uncollared

Rainy Mesa, NM

Investigative
Search; dog present

8/22/2006

F923

Rainy Mesa, NM

Investigative
Search

Limited fear of a vehicle. Intensive monitoring and
hazing. Nuisance behavior ended.

9/6 - 10/11
2006

M973

Greer, AZ

Investigative
Search; dog
present; habituated

Dog interactions (non-injurious) and proximity to
residences. Intensive monitoring, hazing and
trapping.

9/19/2006

F923

Devils Park, NM

Investigative
Search

Wolf near hunting camp. Intensive monitoring and
hazing. Nuisance behavior ended.

Gila Wilderness, NM

Investigative
Search; dog present

10/7/2006

unknown

10/9/2006

Aspen, M512

10/22/2006

Luna

Corner Mountain,
NM

Investigative
Approach

11/3/2006

M806

Luna, NM

Investigative
Search; dog
present; habituated

11/9/2006

Aspen

Diamond Creek, NM

Investigative
Search; dog present

11/26/2006

Aspen

Diamond Creek, NM

Investigative
Search; dog present

11/28/2006

uncollared
(two pups)

Centerfire Creek, AZ

Investigative
Search

11/29/2006

M806

Middle Mountain,
AZ

Investigative
Search; habituated;
food conditioned

2/24/2007

unknown

Beaver Creek, AZ

Investigative
Search; dog
present;

3/20/2007

unknown

Rainy Mesa, NM

Investigative
Search; dog present

APPENDIX C

Investigative
Search; dog present

Human/IFT
Action

Wolf
Response/Management
Result

Wolf in close proximity to Mogollon, NM hwy
191. IFT conducted intensive monitoring and
hazing. Nuisance behavior ended.
Two interactions with dogs (one injurious, one
fatal). Investigated and searched for wolf sign,
trapped, nothing caught and no additional nuisance
noted. WS investigated and confirmed the injuries
to be wolf caused and the owner reported seeing
sign of wolf in the area.

Report of a wolf attacking dogs in the wilderness.
Wolf grabbed bear hunting hound by the throat.
Owner threw rocks but wolf did not let go until the
owner approached.
Individual was gathering horses at their residence
with their dog. A wolf pinned the dog by the neck.
Owner yelled and threw rocks, but wolf did not let
go until the owner approached.
Close proximity to a human in the Gila National
Forest. Intensive monitoring and hazing, nuisance
behavior ended.
Dog interaction (non-injurious) and proximity to
residence. Intensive monitoring and hazing.
Nuisance behavior ended.
Dog interaction (non-injurious) and proximity to
residence. IFT offered RAG boxes and fladry, but
declined by residents. Nuisance behavior ended.
Dog interaction (non-injurious). No response by
IFT due to lapse in reporting.
Close proximity to human in the Apache National
Forest. IFT found no wolf sign. Elk hunter
encountered two pups traveling down the trail
toward her. Pups fled when hunter loaded gun.
Wolf took elk head from hunting camp. IFT could
not locate elk head. Campers left area after hunt
ended.
Dog interactions (non-injurious) and proximity
(100 yards) to residences. IFT could not confirm
wolves in area. Nuisance behavior ended. Resident
saw two dogs fighting with two wolves and a third
in the treeline. Honked horn and scared the wolves
away. Dogs appeared okay, however two days later
owner noticed injury to dog's neck (single puncture
wound). Potentially Bluestem but no location data
available at time of incident.
Unknown wolf or wolves injured a dog.
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Date

Wolf ID

General Location

Type of Wolf
Nuisance
Activity

Human/IFT
Action

Wolf
Response/Management
Result

Multiple duck interactions (fatal), proximity to
residence and town (Alpine). Intensive monitoring
and hazing. Wolf repeatedly left residence but
remained in area. Was observed with injury to leg.
Trapped and removed.

3/21 to 6/25
2007

F1028

Alpine Divide,
Alpine Valley, AZ

Investigative
Search; habituated

May-07

F923

SCAR

Investigative
Search; habituated;
food conditioned

9/10 to 11/1
2007

Durango

Indian Peaks, NM,
Corduroy Canyon,
NM

Investigative
Search; habituated;
food conditioned

Close proximity to residence. Intensive monitoring
and hazing on public lands, wolves left the
immediate area but remained in the general
vicinity. Wolves went fate unknown by 11/1/2007.

10/11 to
10/17 2006

M806

Luna, NM

Investigative
Search; habituated

Close proximity to town of Luna, NM. Intensive
monitoring and hazing. Nuisance behavior ended.

11/24/2007

uncollared

Glenwood, NM

Investigative
Search

Close proximity to Community Center. Wolf
remained in the area.

5/12/2008

uncollared

Railroad Canyon,
NM

Investigative
Search

5/26/2008

uncollared

Railroad Canyon,
NM

Investigative
Search

7/1 to 9/4
2008

Laredo

Gila Cliff Dwellings,
NM

Investigative
Search

11/13/2008

uncollared

Beaver Creek, AZ

Investigative
Search

12/19/2008

M619, F836

Antelope Mountain,
AZ

Investigative
Search

2/11/2009

F1054

North of St. Johns,
AZ

Investigative
Search; habituated

2/28/2009

F1053

West of Quemado,
NM

Investigative
Search

3/18/2009

Fox
Mountain

Near Nutrioso, AZ

Investigative
Search

4/4 to 4/11
2009

Fox
Mountain

East of Escudilla
Mountain

Investigative
Search

4/6/2009

Fox
Mountain

Spur Lake Basin,
NM

Investigative
Search

Observed 4 wolves at gate ~ 20 yards. They moved
around the house and headed off south.

Paradise

FS rd 583 near FS rd
61

Investigative
Search; dog present

Individual was exercising his hounds. Heard
barking and snarling, loaded hounds and observed 2
wolves cross the road when he left. No injuries to
dogs.

7/14/2009

APPENDIX C

Wolf reported near camps and residences.

Wolf tracks in close proximity to residence. IFT
found single set of tracks. Wolf left the area until
late May.
Wolf tracks in close proximity to residence. IFT
found single set of tracks. No further nuisance
reported.
Close proximity to campground. Intensive
monitoring and hazing. Wolves left campground
but remained in the area.
Close proximity to residence. Issued cracker shells
to landowner for hazing. Wolves left the area, no
further nuisance activity reported.
Tracks observed in close proximity to livestock
corral on private property. Conducted intensive
monitoring, wolves left the corral but remained in
general vicinity.
Located 30 miles outside the BRWRA. Seen near
human residences. IFT darted the animal and
placed it in a holding pen in Fox Mtn Territory.
F1054 was not re-released, and taken back to
Sevilleta.
Resident observed a “coyote” in close proximity to
house at night. Shot at the animal, which was
discovered to be F1053.F1053 died.
Wolves were near residence and alpacas. IFT used
cracker shells to haze wolves, placed fladry around
2 acre alpaca enclosure. No additional incidence of
wolves in the area.
Wolves on private property, wary of resident but
not overly fearful. IFT investigated and took no
action - wolves had left the area.
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Wolf ID

General Location

Type of Wolf
Nuisance
Activity

7/23/2009

F1028

South of Negrito
Work Center, NM

Investigative
Search

Aug-09

F1028

South of Negrito
Work Center, NM

Investigative
Search

Aug-09

unknown

N Bar, NM

Investigative
Search

8/13/2009

Hawks Nest

FS road 586, AZ

Investigative
approach; dog
present

8/24/2009

M1155

Near Crosby
Crossing, AZ

Investigative
Search; dog present

9/12/2009

uncollared

FS trail 470 north of
Cowhead Tank

Investigative
Search; dog present

9/13 to
9/19/2009

uncollared

Near Greer, AZ

Investigative
Search

Wolf seen very close to residence. Issued cracker
shells, set traps. No wolves documented in the area.

9/23/2009

unknown

camp near 157 and
507 NM Gila
Wilderness

Investigative
Search

Camper observed wolf in campsite, observed for 15
minutes and opened the trailer door and wolf ran
off.

2/13/2010

San Mateo

North of Apache
Creek, NM

Investigative
Search

Wolves near residence and cattle. No action take as
wolves had left the area.

2/19 to 3/10
2010

uncollared

Cliff, NM

Investigative
Search

Mar-10

F1154

North of Mimbres,
NM

Investigative
Search

1/29/2011

M1049

Rudd Creek/Benton
Creek, AZ

Investigative
Approach;
habituated

Date

1/31 to 2/2
2011

M1049

Nutrioso, AZ

Investigative
Search; dog
present; habituated

Feb and Mar
2011

F1105

Old Horse Springs,
NM

Investigative
Search; dog present

2/20/2011

Bluestem

Alpine, AZ

Investigative
Search; dog present

2/21/2011

Bluestem

Alpine, AZ

Investigative
Search

APPENDIX C

Human/IFT
Action

Wolf
Response/Management
Result

Wolf observed in and near a barn on private
property. Resident confronted the wolf. Wolf left
the area. IFT investigated and took no action as
wolf had left the area.
In early August, wolf returned to private property
and was chased off by resident. IFT investigated,
continued to monitor and haze when required.
Individual went to equipment yard and saw wolves
(30 yards) and chased them off with an ATV.
Wolves ran off but not sure whether they stayed
inside the fence or not.
Rider encountered HN pups at rendezvous site.
Two adult wolves investigated rider with domestic
dog. Rider charged wolves twice, each time wolves
ran away. Dog ran toward wolves, rider called it
back, and left area with the 2 wolves following.
Wolf was present at a camp for a few minutes on
morning. Dogs were in trailer, no food available.
No actions taken, wolves left the area.
Individual yelled at single uncollared wolf that was
running down the 470 trail at his 4 dogs as he was
riding up the trail. The wolf ran away.

Report of wolves on private property near
residence. IFT monitored and found one potential
wolf sized track.
Report mid-March. Wolf on private property near
residence. Cracker shells issued to landowner. Wolf
left the area.
Wolf unafraid of humans, approached IFT member.
3 cracker shells dispensed, wolf moved away.
Wolf in close proximity to residences, interacting
with dogs. Showed little fear of people, chased
colts in a corral, etc. IFT hazed wolves as well as a
resident fired his gun into the air. Wolf ran off but
eventually returned. M1049 was captured and
returned to captivity.
Wolf observed near human establishment, and
entering private elk ranch - fenced area. IFT fixed
elk enclosure fence, hazed F1105 on several
occasions. F1105 was also observed interacting
with a dog.
Wolves walked through yard, interacted with dog,
left yard when chased. IFT walked in on the
wolves, they moved off and away from residence.
Wolf near private residence. No action taken,
wolves left the area.
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PROPOSED REVISION TO THE REGULATIONS FOR THE NONESSENTIAL EXPERIMENTAL
POPULATION OF THE MEXICAN WOLF (CANIS LUPUS BAILEYI)
FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

Date

Wolf ID

General Location

Type of Wolf
Nuisance
Activity

12/13/2011

1105

Beaverhead Ranch

Investigative
Search; dog
present; habituated

1/28/2012

uncollared

Poverty, NM

Investigative
Search

2/3/2012

uncollared

Near Adobe Ranch

Investigative
Search

1/29/2013

Fox
Mountain

Near Luna, NM

Investigative
Search

1/29/2013

M1133

Reserve NM

Investigative
Search; habituated

Human/IFT
Action

Wolf
Response/Management
Result

Wolf seen chasing peacocks and heard whimpering
near an outbuilding and socializing with ranch dog.
Wolf in driveway in close proximity to humans,
wolf remained just outside the house on front porch
overnight. Lethally removed.
Wolf along highway in close proximity to people
outside the vehicle. IFT investigated and
determined it was likely a Mexican wolf and
documented wolf tracks in the vicinity. Staff
attempts to trap the animal were unsuccessful.
Wolf approached vehicle around midnight, to
within 10 yards. Did no appear aggressive.
Observers were concerned with the “tame”
behavior of the wolf. Potentially the same wolf
observed in Poverty Creek NM on 1-28-12.
Three wolves passed near a residence. IFT
responded and located 3 Fox Mountain wolves.
Packed moved several miles away.
Wolf located near Reserve, did not show fear of
humans
Report of 2 wolves near a residence, concern that
they might attack a domestic dog. IFT responded
and confirmed wolves from San Mateo in the area.
Wolves moved off, and no additional reports.
Wolf was 30 yards away in woods. Camper saw
wolf trot toward dog and called dog back. Wolf
continued and left through the meadow.

4/5/2013

San Mateo

Sand Flats, NM

Investigative
Search; dog present

6/17/2013

Bluestem

37/276 Junction

Investigative
Search; dog present

7/1/2013

F1295

San Mateo Territory

Aggressive Charge

1295 ran toward human. Human yelled and waved
hands, animal ran off.

7/5/2013

Fox
Mountain

Mangas, NM

Investigative
Search; dog present

Rancher reported dog was attacked by a wolf while
they were rounding up livestock. IFT investigated
and confirmed that a wolf attacked the dog. Wolves
were hazed from the area.

8/10/2013

Bluestem

AZ

Investigative
Search; dog present

Pack interacted with bear dogs, no injuries. No
investigation needed, nor response.

8/22/2013

unknown

Aragon, NM

Investigative
Search; dog present

Report of a wolf attacking a dog. IFT investigated
and confirmed wolf involvement. Wolf left the area

11/22/2013

Paradise

South of Vernon, AZ

Investigative
Search

Observed wolves move past house.
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